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Dear Jim, 	 4/23/79 

From the time burnt I got back from the blood testing until now, close to bed-time, 

all my work has been outside except for when I rested, when I read, and a pleasant visit 

from a nice conservative lady, the last lady friend of the late Herman Kimsey. 
After Eve left because I em now on buffered aspirin and I hail to go got it we went 

to the China Pearl for dinner. 
In the mail was the prthmisod cony of Willis Carto's Spotlight with "actin ilrite's 

article of which I wrote you Last meek. I read it and what I suspected is true. The stuff 
about International Bankers and the Trilateralists was not by no and the rest is not my 
conjectures because, an you know, I never do that. 

Nothing I can do about it and the right will love it even if I didn t say it. Eve did. 

She gets that sheet. 
After the results of the clotting time, which are what the doctor wants, whatever 

that is, I was referred to finagle again. If I'd had transportation ho had an opening for 

tomorrow. He also had one for 2:15 next Wednesday, 5/2, and I have transportation arranged. 
I really enjoyed all the outside work, none necessary for today, and I'm pleased I 

was able to do as much as I did. In pulling the stump of a large Russian Olive, which 
appears to be neither Russian nor Olive but of the midwoet, there was much regrading to 
do. So I sawed off the other one and will worry about the pieces of stump that nay be high 

enough for the womer to hit. Getting rid of those bushes that were really trees cuts down 

a bit on wieter bird food but it will ease my moving problems much. I had a borrowed seeder 
I had to return so I got most of the seedings done. 

My arms are a bit tired from the digging and chopping of roots with a dull maddoek 
and pruning the dead branches off the pines but I need the am exercise. I'm following the 

prattise of getting rid of the brush immediately by running it through the mulchcr. 
ftominde me: hl says if those bushes are evergreens, yes, she'd like them for some 

emply spaces along the feneerow vhere honeysuckle killed the trees. 
I'll send you a copy of the 'rice piece whom Dil rune the machiae again. 
Marchetti had an rticlo in the same issue. On Moles. A bit disappointing. 
They are also against making "lag's birthdAy a holidey. In the article there is 

reference to known name excised by the FBI under bi. I'll send a copy of that, too. 

Best, 


